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What’s Changed?
General Appearance




Spellementary Desktop and Start Menu shortcut renamed from
“Spellementary3” to “Spellementary 3”
Application name in Title Bar renamed from “Spellementary3” to
“Spellementay 3”
Improvements to appearance of certain dialogue boxes where long text was
going out of the window

Application








Users are now permitted to use “-“ and “.” characters in the name fields when
registering
Character/Word Match button behaviour improvement
Speech is now available for known words that start with a capital letter
Modal window order and behaviour of Export History/Favourites “Select
Folder” window now fixed
Help button has temporarily been disabled until the new website goes live and
the new help resources uploaded
Multiple Help windows now does not occur upon multiple clicks of the Help
button
Clear button now resets Number of Letters slider too

Settings








“Lexicon” list will now always remain in order regardless of the application
being offline or online
Dragon lexicon export icon has been removed from the “Lexicons” settings
panel and is now in the “Spellcheck Integration” panel
“Assistive Technologies” settings tab renamed to “Spellcheck Integration”
Change to appearance of Application display names to show only the
Application title and its version number
Dragon Wizard Export improvements
Microsoft Office lexicon export integrated to “Spellcheck Integration”
Microsoft Office lexicon export functional improvement as had incorrect path
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Modification of “Spellcheck Integration Process” to abide by specifically set
application rules
Improvement to lexicon creation list to not include duplicate words where one
might start with a lowercase letter and the other start with an uppercase



The treble click mouse event has been removed from the application as it was
not possible to have it work in all areas of the application



Check for update now provides status notification if no update is needed



DisabledDictionaries file moved to profile and is no longer global

What’s New?
System Tray


“Show” option now added to “System Tray” icon

Settings


Added MindManager 2019 to the Spellcheck Integration application list
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